Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

GridICE and LEMON
• Transport of data (to the site collector) performed by LEMON (site level)
• A set of standard measurement for the fabric monitoring provided by LEMON sensors
• GridICE adds its own specific sensors (demon status check, job monitoring, LRMSinfo, etc.)
• Substantial effort spent to integrate the new LEMON version (v.2.15.x) in GridICE
-The new version is at the moment under test on selected sites
• Grid monitoring integrated with local monitoring -Farms, using LEMON for local monitoring, can add the GridICE Grid monitoring -Farms implementing GridICE can benefit from the LEMON farm monitoring by enabling LRF (Lemon RRD framework)
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Features
• complete web-based interface for data presentation
• the same data, shown in each view of the web-based interface, can be retrieved in XML format
• support for customized graph generation
• notification service • automatic discovery of new resources to be monitored through the Grid Information Service • complete set of monitored metrics, from host-related to Grid services related info • Services monitoring:
-For every grid node we check the related services (via standard GRIIS) -Monitoring of every process/daemon which has to run on nodes
• Job monitoring:
-"lightweight" job monitoring sensors no problems observed to the INFN-T1 with more than 12000 jobs R/Q (more then 5000 on a single CE)
-jobs info retrieved both from batch system and grid logs
• LRMS monitoring:
-LRMSinfo sensor provides preliminary SLA support and basic site CPU usage efficiency -No sensors on WNs (all needed information retrieved from the CE by querying the batch system)
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Grid monitoring for different users needs 
VOMS information gathering(1)
A new attribute was added for role identification
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• "localUser=2455" "userDN=/C=IT/O=INFN/OU=Personal Certificate/L=Bari/CN=Guido Cuscela" "userFQAN=/infngrid/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL" "jobID=https://egee-rb-01.cnaf.infn.it:9000/M61LksOXimoLyEM9yH6pCQ" "ceID=gridba2.ba.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbscert" "lrmsID=537640.gridba2.ba.infn.it" "timestamp=2007-04-20 13:26:52"
• "localUser=42000" "userDN=/C=IT/O=INFN/OU=Personal Certificate/…" "userFQAN=/cms/Role=production/Capability=NULL" "jobID=https://rb122.cern.ch:9000/…" "ceID=gridba2.ba.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-short" "lrmsID=536594.gridba2.ba.infn.it" "timestamp=2007-04-20 00:00:06"
• "localUser=7002" "userDN=/C=IT/O=INFN/OU=Personal …" "userFQAN=/bio/Role=SoftwareManager/Capability=NULL" "userFQAN=/bio/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL" "userFQAN=/bio/libi/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL" "jobID=https://gridit-rb-01.cnaf.infn.it:9000/…" "ceID=gridba2.ba.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbsshort" "lrmsID=461894.gridba2.ba.infn.it" "timestamp=2007-01-15 12:52:30"
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• User that has no jobs submitted and no role registered Enabling Grids for E-sciencE "Standard user " monitoring (2)
An authenticated user sees only his/her own jobs
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Different monitoring for different roles
• Different types of users require different views (aggregation) of monitoring information:
-Virtual Organization managers require the ability of observing and analyzing the performance of the "actual " system they are using (which can dynamically change over time) -Both site administrators and grid operation centre managers require performance analysis and fault detection of the resources they have to manage -Grid Service developers require the ability of analyzing the behaviour of their middleware components (e.g. how does a resource broker dispatch jobs over a set of available resources) -A production manager could be interested to see the status of all the jobs of the production for which is responsible
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Conclusions
• GridICE tool can show you only the info you are interested in
• With the authentication based on personal certificate, the data privacy is always guaranteed
• Work is going on the server side and on the web interface to improve performance and features
• GridICE is always open to fit everything your monitoring needs
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